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Chapter 1 General Concept 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the early 1960's there has develop~d a great 

interest in the subject of reliability of digital systems 

ana, with the increased complexity of current digital 

systems, this subject has become increasingly important. 

A clock signal is essential to the operation of •ost 

digital systems. Distribution of a correct clcck signal in 

a laige system is an important element of reliability. This 

thesis will propose solutions to the problem of distributing 

a Eynchronized fault-tolerant clock signal to all elements 

of large LSI implementations. A particular application to 

airay structures is describea. The first chapter is an 

introduction to the subject matter and qeneral concepts. 

ThE second 

Fletcher 

chapter describes an interesting idea given ty 

[7]. The rest of this thesis is devoted to 

extensions, modifications, and improvements cf Fletcher's 

re~ults. 

Any discrepancy between the expected outfut and actual 

cutfut of a system is said to constitute an error, the cause 

of which is said to be a physical fault. Systems which do 

net rroduce errors in the presence of physical defects are 

1 
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said to be fa.ult tolerant. A typical clock signal waveform 

is shewn in Fig. 1-1. The parameter T (on) is the amount of 

tin,e auring which the signal is in the 1 state. Meanwhile, 

T (off) is the amount cf time during which the signal is in 

the 0 state. The definition of synchronization between two 

different clock signals is that tbe difference between the 

time of occurrence of their leading (falling} edge is within 

the tolerance of the digital system. 

1.2 Delay Characteristics 

Delay is the essential faulty characteristic of clock 

signals. Many circuit elements, such as de.lay lines and 

multivibrators, are important contributors of delay in the 

clcck signal. We will describe it in this section. 

Some devices have significant output response rise (o 

tc 1) and fall (1 to 0) times which are 

elEctrical parameters such as capacitance. 

delay is called l:i§:§..:.!_gll gelg!• 

mainly due 

This kind 

to 

of 

Every element introduces delay 

prcpagating through it. Th€ delay 

to the clock 

through an 

signal 

etched 

ccnductor is typically 1 ns/f oot. The delay through a NA.ND 

gate is 5 ns and the delay through a flip-flop is 15 ns {for 

high speed logic) • This kind o.f a.elay is called i1:~J!filQI:! 

£:§Jgy. 
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T. on 

Figure 1-1 Typical Clock Signal 
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Sometimes the exact transport delay thrcugh an element 

is net known. For example, the delay through a NAND gate 

ma1 vary from 5 ns to 10 ns, depending on the real 

situation. This kind of delay is called £.!!1£.i21Li.!:1_ilglay. 

All elements require energy in order to switch state. 

ThE energy in a clock signal is a function of its amplitude 

ana duration. If the duration is too small, the clock 

signal will not force the element to switch states. The 

minimum duration for which an input change must persis~ in 

oI aer for the elE-.;ment to switch states is called in.gJ:!i9..1 

g_gJ~.1· 

1.3 General Approach 

The general approach to building a fault-tolerant clock 

system is to have some extra spare clock modules in addition 

to active modules as shown in Fig. 1-2. There are also 

switching networks and clock signal ch€ckers in this system. 

Tbe clock signal checker will mcnitor the outputs of the 

active modules. On occasion of incorrect output, the 

s~itching network then replaces the faulty module by 

switching in a spare module. We will intrcduo:: some clock 

signal checkers in this section. 
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Figure 1-2 General Fault-Tolerant System 



Earlier clock signal error d€otectcrs used capacitor 

charge discharge methods [1,2,3]. A typical example is 

shewn in ·pig.1-3. The signal to be tested is applied to the 

in fU t port. Whe.n the signal is at 0 , Tra.nsistor Q 1 is off 

ana Capacitor c can charge through resistor R2 When the 

signal is at 1 , Transistor Q1 is on and capacitor c will be 

discharged. If the input signal is normal , the output will 

be at the high state • Otherwise the output will go low • 

The detection threshold is ad justed by the RC time constant 

Chang et al. [5) designed a detector vith an integrator 

ci~cuit. The detector is shown in Pig. 1-4 • The signal to 

be tested is connected to the input port of the low-pass RC 

circuit whose time constant is much larger 

of the input signal. The de output 

than the period 

voltage of this 

integrator is the average value of the input which is equal 

tc the product of its duty cycle and its high voltage value. 

By checking the average value, any variat.icn in the duty 

cycle will be detected • 
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Koczela (4] used a digital counter circuit for the 

dE tBctor , which is shewn in Fig. 1-5 • The signal to be 

tested is connected to the reset input of the counter. 

Ancther pulse source provides the count signal. If enough 

ccunt pulses are received between reset operations, a carry 

output will be produced, indicating an error signal. We can 

teEt a specific signal period by using a variable modulus 

counter. 

The methods described above cannot detect eirors inside 

th€ detector. For example, if the output of the detector 

haE a stuck-at type failur€, it will always givi::: the false 

infication that the signal is correct. Osas [6] suggested 

ancther detector which is called a totally self-checking 

periodic signal checker. 

A circuit is fault-secure for a set of faults F , if 

for any fault in F and any allowable input, the output is a 

ncr-code word or the correct code word, not an incorrect 

ccae word. A circuit is self-testing for a set of faults F 

if, for any fault in F, there exists an allowable input 

which detects it. 
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A totally self-checking circuit is both fault secure 

anc sElf-testing. Fault-secureness points cut that the 

circuit is operating correctly if the outrut is a code word. 

Se lf-testinq insures that any fault can be detecte.d during 

normal operation. The diagram of this checker is shown in 

Fig. 1-6. It consists cf 2 monostable multivitrators M1 and 

H2 • Monostable M1 is triggered en the leading edge of tbe 

infut signal and outputs a pulse of fixed width equal to 

tbE expected value of T (on). The second monostable M2 is 

triggered on the falling edge of the input and produces a 

pulse of width T (off). The checker used a 1-out-of-2 code 

• The correct output is 01 or 10. The appearance of a 00 

or 11 output indicates that either the input is in error or 

there is a fault in the checker. 

Fig. 1-7 shows how the checker works. Part (a) is the 

ncrmal operation in which the output of M1 is a regeneration 

of the input waveform, while M2 is the complement of the 

inrut. The checker output is then either 01 er 10 • Part 

(t) is the case when the input is stuck-at-0. Part {c) is 

th<E case when the input is stuck-at-1. In part (d) , thsre 

is an abnormal increase in T (off). It can be seen that the 

checker produces a 00 nonccde output which indicates error 

ocurrence. In part (e) , there is a decraase in T (on) of 

thE input. The checker will generate a 11 noncode output 
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whjch indicates error cccurrence. 

By adjusting the monostable pulse wid~h tc the values T 

(er) and T (off) for the clock signal, we can detect any 

variations in the ~aveform. The output of the checker could 

be used to initiate spare elements. This checker can also 

be used to monitor the synchronization among different clock 

signals. By combining the signals involved, Chang showed 

that we could get synchronizatin information fer these clock 

signals. 

One shortcoming of this fault tolerant clock system is 

that the switching network in Fig. 1-2 must be highly 

reliable. Therefore the reliability of the switch has a 

great effect on the overall system reliability • With this 

ccnsideration, we will introduce a highly reliable fault 

tclerant clock system in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 2 Fletcher's Clock system 

2.1 Introduction 

Fletcher's clock patent [7] is an apparatus which 

picvides a clock signal despite failure of individual clock 

elements {5) • This pa tent has 3f+ 1 clock elements , f being 

any positive integer. It is formed so that the output clock 

signal is generated notwithstanding failure cf any f clock 

elements. Fig. 2-1 is a circuit diagram of an individual 

clcck elem,ent of the patent. Fig. 

of the patent. It contains 

2-2 is an overall diagram 

3f +1 cl eek elements 

E ( 1) ,E (2) ••• E (3f+1). Each of these clock elements from E ( 1) 

through E(3f+1) forms an output clock sigi:.al A(1) through 

A (2f+1) respectively. Each of the clock elements, E (1) 

thxough E(3f+1), further receives as input signals the 

output signals II. (i) from each of the other clock elements, 

as well as its own output signal. 

Each of the clock elements includes a quorum logic 

circuit L {which forms two control signals responsive to the 

signals received from the individual clock elements), two 

ti Re delay circuits f'1t) , two differentiator circni ts (set 

ana reset and an output circuit. The output 

each element is actually a set-reset flif-flcf. 

set and reset in response to the output 

differentia.tor. 

15 

circuit of 

It wi11 be 

of thE: 
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Definition: 

f urction of n inputs. If less than i of those n inputs are 

logic level 1 , then this f uncticn is logic level 0 

otterwise it is logic level 1. 

The quorum logic circuit L of each element will prod.uc~ 

twc gucrum logic functions, Q(3f+1,f+1) and Q{3f+1,2f+1J. 

If less than f+ 1 of the 3£+ 1 output siqnals 

A ( 1) ,A (2) ••• A (3f+1) are 1 . _ogic level 1 , function 

Q (2f+1,f+1) is logic level O. If less than 2f+1 of thf:! 3f+1 

output signals A(1),A(2) ••• A{3f+1) are logic level , the 

function Q (3f+ 1, 2£+1) is logic level o. Those two signals 

will pass through the time delay circuits and 

differentiators to set or reset the flip-flop at the proper 

titre. Those two time delay circuits within the clock 

elements are used to determine the frequency of the clock 

signal. The top one will determine t.he length of the time 

period during which the clcck signal is in the 0 state. The 

bcttcm one determines the length of the time period during 

which the clock signal is in the 1 state. 

2.2 Circuit Description 

Fig.2-3 is the circuit diagram of a set differentiator 

whjch is part of the circuit of each clock element. 
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X(1s)X(2s) are two inputs of the circuit. A (s) is the 

internal state variable. Z(s) js the cutFut variable. 

Xt1s) is actually the output of the function Q(Jf+1,f+1). 

X(2s) is also ~he output of the function Q(3f+1,f+1), except 

th at there is a ti me delay 4 t bet ween X (2s) and X (1 s) • 

The state diagram of this circuit is also shown. in 

Fig.2-3 • There are 4 stable states which are enclosed 

within circles. When inputs X(1s)X(2s) are 00,11,or 10, the 

internal stable state A(s) will be 1. When X(1s)X(2s) is 

O 1, A {s) will be O. 

When X(1s}X(2s) g~ from 01 to 00, the internal state 

A(~) will go from 0 to 1, the output Z {s) will go from 1 

to O, then 

is the 

return to 1, generating a 

case when Q (3f+ 1, f+1) (t) 

ne-gative puls-a. 

is still O, 

Q f2f+1,f+1) (t-LI t) undergo€s a 1 to O transition. 

This 

but 

Sinci:: 

Q(~f+1,f+1)=0 means less than £+1 clock elements are in 1 

state, tberefore the clock elements will be set to the 1 

stat.e At time units after more than 2£ clock elements makA a 

1 to 0 transition. 
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When X{1s)X{2s) go from 01 to 11, A(s) will go from 0 

to 1, Z(s) will go from 1 to 0, then return to 1, generating 

a negative pulse. Since X(1s) is the output of the function 

Q(3f+1,f+1J, X{1s)=O means less than f+1 clock elements are 

in the 1 state, and X(1s)=1 means more than f clock elements 

are in the 1 state. Therefore, whenever more than f clock 

elements make a O to 1 state transition, this clock element 

will also make a O to 1 transition. 

Fig. 2-4 is the circuit a iagram cf the reset 

differentiator. It is also part of the circuit diagram of 

each clock element. This figure also shows the state table 

of the circuit. Z~) is the cutput variable. A{r) is the 

internal state variable. X{1r) and X(2rJ are the two input 

variables of the circuit. There are 4 stabl~ s~ates 

enclosed within th-= circles. ~hen input X (1r) X (2r) is 

0 C , O 1 , or 11 , the stab 1 e state v a 1 u e of A { r) is O. 

Otlerwise it is 1. 

When X(1r)X(2r) goes from 10 to 00, A(r} goes from 0 to 

1, cutput Z(r) goE-s from 1 to o, then returns to 1, 

gererating a negative pulse, which will be used to reset the 

reEpective flip-flor. This is the case when Q(3f+1,2f+1} 

go<;s from 1 to O. This is the case when Q (3f+1,2f+1) (t-.!lt) 

was still O, but Q(3f+1,2f+1} go€s from 1 to O. Since 
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Q(3f+1,2f+1J=O means less than 2f+1 clock elements are ir 

thE 1 state, it must be concluded that the clock element 

will be reset to the O state when more than f clock elements 

go f:r:cm 1 to o. 

When X(1r)X(2r) gof:s from 10 to 11, A{r) goes from O to 

1, output z (r) goes fr cm 1 to O, then returns to 1, 

generating a negative pulse, which will also be used to 

re~et the respective flip-flop. 

Since X(1r) represents the value of Q(3f+1,2f+1J, 

X(1r)=1 means more than 2t clock elements are in th~ 1 

state. Because X(2r) represents the value of Q(3f+1,2f+1) 

~ith lit time delay, X(2r)=O means less than 2f+1 clock 

elements were in the 1 state {prior to t-4t). Therefora, t 

tine units after more than 2f clock elements gc from O to 1, 

the output variable Z(~ will give out a negative pulse to 

reset the respective clock element. 

2.3 Operation Rule 

From the above description, ve can draw the following 

ccrclusicn about the circuit opexation rul~ cf the clock 

Element: The clock element will be set to the 1 state 4t 

tirre units after more than 2f clock elements go low or when 
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mere than f clock elements go high. The clcck element will 

be reset ~o the O state ~t time units after more than 2f 

clcck elements go high, or when more than f clock elements 

gc low. 

With t.he above operation pr:incipl£, this system car:. 

keep all clock elemenmts in a synchronized condition. It 

can generate 3f+1 synchronized clock signals. The time when 

each clock element go high {low) is completely determined by 

the tvc functions Q(3f+1,f+1) and 0(3f+1,2f+1). Whenever 

the number of failed clock elements is less than f+1, 

regardless of the failure mode, these two functions still 

work effectively. The rest cf the system still generates 

s y :nchronized clock signals. It is an f-f a ult tole:ra nt clock 

s yEt em. 

In order to demonstrate this property, consider the 

case where £=1. since 3f+1=4, there are 4 clock slements 

syrchronized and, if any one of them fails, the remaining 3 

are still to be corr€'ct synchronized clock signals. 

Each clock element will generate a clock signal. This 

signal will be connected to the input port cf each other 

element and its own input port. 

iniut signals. Each element 

So each element will have 4 

has quorum logic which will 
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generate the 2 functions Q(4,2) and Q(4,3), which are the 

functions of the 4 output signals of all 4 clock elements. 

When mere than 1 element is in the 1 state, Q(4,2) will be 

1. Otherwise it is o. When more than 2 clock elements are 

in the 1 state, Q (4,.3) will b€ 1. OthErwise it is o. 

Whensver more than 1 clock element goes high 

(C (4,2)=X (1s) goes from 0 to 1), all 3 ether elements will 

go high. All clock elements will also go high ~t time units 

after mere than 2 clock elements go low, (Q (4,2) -=X (1s) goes 

f rcm 1 to 0 } • Whenever more than 1 clock element goes low 

(Q t4,3)-=X(1r) goes from 1 to OJ,all 3 ether elements will go 

low. All elements will go low ~t time units after more than 

2 clcck Elements go hiqh (Q(4,3)=X(1r) goes frcrn Oto 1). 

Let Fiq. 2-5 be the output waveforms of these 4 clock 

elEments with this diagram. We can qive a detailBd 

d€~cription cf the relaticn amcng functions Q (4,2) ,Q {4,3) • 

va.r:iables X ( 1r), X (2r), A (r), A (s) Z {r) • X (s) and th~ stats 

txaneition of the clock elements. 

E(1) goes low before time T(1), E{2) goes low at time 

T (1). So does X (1r) (Q (4, 3)). Right after T (1) ,A (r) of E (3) 

and E {4) will go high, Z(r} of E(3) and E (4) will give out a 

negative pulse. E(3) then goes low at T(2). The difference 
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between T(1) and T(2) is pretty small (just due to an 

inteinal gate delay.) • At this time, 3 elements have already 

gcre low; therefore, Q(4,2) and X(1s) will go low. 

Q(l.!,2J,Q(4,3),X(1r),X(1s) are all Oat t(3). 

At t (2) + Llt, all clocks arE: scneduled to go high. Let 

X(2s) of E(3) go low first. Then A(s) of E(3J goes high, and 

Z(s) gives out a negative pulse to set E(3) to 1 state. 

Assume E(2) goes high next in the same way at T(4). Then 

Q(~,2) and X(1s) go high. Shortly thereafter, E(1} and E(4) 

go high and Z(s) gives cut a negative pulse. Assume E(1) 

goes high at T {5) (The difference b€tw.een T (4) and T (5) is 

prEtty small) • Then Q (4 ,3) and X ( 1r) go to 1 because, 3 

clcck elements have already gone high. ~t time units after 

T(~), X(2r) of E(2) goes high, which causes A(~) go high and 

Z(r) to give out a negative puls€ and reset E(2). 

Let E(1) be stuck at O. AtT(2), both E(2} and E{3) are 

in the 0 state. Then Q(4,3) will go low, which will cause 

E(4) to go low immediat~ly. At time later, E{3) will go 

hi~h. At T(4), both E(2) and E~) are in the 1 state, thus 

Q(4,2) will qo high, which will cause E(4) to go high 

im mediately. 

Therefore, even if E ( 1) fails, the other 3 elem en ts 
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E(~), E(3), E(4) will still be synchronized. They still 

genErate 3 synchronized clock signals with the same 

frequency as before. This is called a 1-fault tolerant 

system. 
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Chapter 3 Multi-order Clock 

3.1 1st order clock 

Fletcher's clock patent can generate 3f+1 synchronized 

clcck signals with 3f+1 clock element.s. Also, it has the f-

fault tolerant capability. For this patent, the expression 

for the number of inteccnnections among different clock 

elements is (3f+1)*(3f+1) if 3£+1 clock elements are to be 

generated. For f= 1, 16 interconnections will provide 4 clock 

signals. for f=S, 256 interconnections will provide 16 

clcck signals. For: f=33, 10000 interconnections will provide 

100 clock signals. Notice that the number cf 

interconnections is exponentially increasing. 

different concept of interconnection is now 

su~gested. In Fletcher's patent, every clock element is 

ccnnected to every other element, which is the main ca use of 

the tremendous number of interconnections. If the system is 

divided into several groups, each group being 

coDnected, and every group being connected tc 

gicup, then synchronized clock signals 

internal.ly 

every oth€r 

with fewer 

inteJ:connections can be obtained. one kind of connection is 

stated as follows: Suppose we have (3f+1)*(3f+1) clock 

el€ments. Then if we divide them into (3f+1) groups, each 

29 
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grcup will have 3f+1 clock elements. Every clock elemen~ is 

ccnnected with every ether clock element within its own 

grcup. Each group will generate 3f+1 clock signals. There 

are 3f+1 groups. Each clock signal will be connected to a 

different one of the 3f+1 groups. The circuit structure of 

each clock element is sho~n as Fig. 3-1. It is similar to 

thE circuit of Fletcher•s patent with the following 

rucaifications: Additional guorum logic, additional 

differentiators fer local signals, and additional AND gates 

between differentiators and flip-flops. Each clock element 

ha! two types of input signals, one type coming from clock 

elEments in its own group and the other type coming from 

ctber groups. The signals coming from their cwn group are 

termed 'local signals • and the signals ccming from other 

grcups are termed 'global signals'. 'Local gucrum logic' is 

gucrum logic operating on local signals coming from the 3f+1 

clcck elements within the same group. 'Global guorum logic' 

is qucrum logic for global inputs. Rach cf the 3f+1 inputs 

ccrres from a different group. There is a differentiator 

between the global quorum logic and the flip-flop. Its 

circuit and state table are shown in Fig. 3-2. Depending on 

the state transitions at its input, it will generate a 

negative pulse to set or reset the flip-flop. Local quorum 

lcgic generates the Q(3f+1, f+1) and Q(3f+1,2f+1J functions 

as before. 
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~hen more than f clock elements gc logic high, 

Q(3f+1,f+1) will go logic high, and tbs respective 

differentiator will generate a negative pulse, which will 

paEs through an AND gate and set the trailing flip-flop. 

When more than f clock elements gc logic low, Q(3f+1,2f+1} 

will gc logic low, and the respective differentiator will 

generate a negative pulse, which will pass through an AND 

gate and reset the trailing flip-flop. Therefore, each group 

will be locally synchronized as in the original patent. 

Glcbal quorum logic will also generate Q(3f+1,f+1J and 

Q{3f+1,2f+1) functions. When more than f group outputs go 

lcgic high, Q(3f+1,f+1) will go logic high, and the 

reepective differentiator will then generate a negative 

pulse, which will pass through an AND gate to set the 

trailing flip-flops. When more than f group outputs go 

logic low, Q{3f+1,2£+1) will go logic lcw, then the 

respective differentiator will generate a negative pulse 

which will pass through a respective AND gate to reset the 

trailing flip-flop. When more than 2f group outputs go 

lcgic low, Q{3f+1,f+1) will go logic low; the transitio~ 

will pass through a At delay circuit; then the respective 

diif erentiator will gene~ate a negative pulse, which will 

pass through the respective AND gate to reset the flip-f lcp. 

WhEn mor~ than 2f group outputs go logic high, Q(3f+1,2f+1) 

will go logic high; the state transition will fass through a 
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t time delay, then the respective differentiator will 

generate negative pulse, which will pass through the 

respective AND gate to set the flip-flop. 

From the above circuit description it is known that: 

When more than f groups go logic high (low), the other 

grcups will go logic high (low) immediately. No group can 

go logic high (low) on~l ~t time units after more than 2f 

grcups have gone lcw (high). 

Now suppose f=1, then 3£+1=4, and (3f+1)*(3f+1)=16. 

There are 16 clock elements, which are divided into 4 groups 

with 4 elements in each group. Each element is connected to 

4 elements in its own group and one different group. So each 

element has 4 'local input signals' and 4 'global input 

signals•. Local quorum logic will generate Q(4,3) and Q(4,2) 

functions of the 4 local input signals. Global quorum logic 

will generate Q(4,2) and Q{4,3) functions of the 4 global 

infut signals. 

According to the circuit operation frinciple, whenever 

mere than 1 local clock element goes logic high the local 

function Q(4,2) will go logic high, and the respective 

differentiator will generate a negative pulse to set the 

trailing flip-flops within the group. Whenever more than 1 
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lccal clock element goes logic low, the lccal function 

Q(4,3) will go logic low, and the respective differentiator 

will generate a negative pulse to reset the trailing flip-

flcps within the group. Whenever mere than 1 group output 

qcEs logic high (low), the other groups will go logic high 

(lcw). No group can go logic high (low) until Llt time uni ts 

after more than 2 groups have gone low (high). 

As shown in Fiq. 3-3, suppose groups 1,2,3,4 are not 

syncbronized initially, with group 1 leading group 2, group 

2 leading group 3, and group 3 leading group 4. Group 1 goes 

logic bigh at t{1). Group 2 gees logic high at t(2). Q(4,2) 

goes logic high at t(2). Sc groups 3 and 4 are forced to go 

logic high at t(2) ~fter some gate delay). Group 1 intends 

tc gc loqic 1011 at t (3) (t(J)-t (1)=.iit.). But since Q(4,3) 

goes logic high at t(2} and t(3}-t(2)<At, t(4)-t{2)=LH, 

grcuF 4 will not go logic low until t(4). The same thing 

haFpens to groups 2,3 and 4. And from here we can see how 

they are synchronized. 

For a system ~ith 3f+1 groups, the functicns which make 

state transition decisions are Q(3f+1,f+1) and Q(3f+1,2f+1). 

WbEnever fewer than f+1 groups fail, those tvc functions 

still drive the system prcperly. Thus it is f-group fault 

tcle :rant. 
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'Thble 3-1 Comparison between Fletch.er' :s Type and 1st-Order Group 

F No. of Inputa per element l No. of interconnections i 
Signals Fletcher's lst--0rder I Fletcher's TYlle I 1st order I ' 

Type Group I Group I 
_J 

l 16 16 8 256 128 
2 49 4-9 14 2401 6C6. 

~ 100 100 20 10000 2000 

41- J.blj J.o~ 2.t:ii 26561 4394 

5 256 256 32 65536 8192 

6 361 361 38 130321 13718 

7 484 484 44 234256. 21296 
-8 625 625 50 390625 31250 

9 764 784 56 614656 43904 
10 961 961 62 I 92-3521- . 59582 

lll 1156 1156 68 1336336 78608 

1369 1369 7.4 1874161 101306 12 

13 1600 1600 60 2560000 128000 

14 1849 1849 S6 3418801 159014 
15 2116 2116 92 4477456 194672 

16 2401 2401 98 5764801 2.35298 
17 2704 2704 104 7311616 281216 
18 3025 3025 110 9150625 332750 

19 3364 3364 116 11316496 390224 

I 20 3721 3721 122 13845841 I 453962 I 
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' Table 3·1 (Con·tinuecl) 

No. of Fault Tolerant Capability (Element) 
JP Signals Fletcher's 1st Order Gro11:; -· 

Type :,vorst 3est 
Case Case 

l 16 5 2 7. 
2 49 16 5 24 

3 100 33 9, 51 

14 169 56 14 88 
256 85 20 135 5 

6 361 120 21 I 192 

7 484 161 35 259 
8 625 208 44 336. 

9 784 261 54 423 
10 961 320 65 I 520 

11 1156 385 n 627 . 
12 1369 456 90 744 
113 1600 533 104 871 
14 1849 616 119 1008 

15 2116 705 135 1155 
16 2401 800 152 1312 

17 2704 901 170 1479 
18 3025 1008 189 1656 

19 3364 1121 209 1843 
20 3721 1240 230 

I 
2040 

I 
~ 
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37-b 

Table ;-1 (Cont..) 

··---------=---·---------
'-"-------·-------------------------------------f 

Fault Tolerance in ls~ Order Group 
Fault. Tolerance in Fletcher's Type 

..__~------------....::::==--------/ 
No. of Intaroonnections in lst O~der Group 
No. of Interconnections in Fletcher's rrype 
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For the patent connection, a system with 3f+1 elements 

will have (3f+1)*(3f+1) interccnnections (each element has 

3f+1 input lines). For the current connecticns, there are 

3f+1 groups with 3f+1 elements in each group. Th~re are 

(3f+1)*(3f+1) elements in total. Each element has 2*(3f+1) 

inEuts. The total number of interconnections is 2*(3f+1)**3. 

In crder to generate (3f+1)**2 clock signals, (3f+1)**4 

needed for the patent and 2* (3f+ 1) **3 

fo I the current con n,ecticn pattern; the di ff ere nee being 

(3f-1) (3£+1) **3. A comparison is shown in Table. 3-1. 

3.2 2nd-order clcck 

In the former section, the clocking system has 3f+1 

grcu~s. Each group has 3f+1 clock elements. This idea is 

nc~ extended by building a system with (3£+1)**2 groups. 

Each group having 3f+1 subgroups. And each subgroup having 

3f+1 clock elements. In other words, a system is built with 

(3f+1)**2 groups which itself is a clocking system described 

in the former section. There is some slight addition in the 

elEment structure. It consists of a local synchronizer, a 

grcup synchronizer and a global synchronizer. The local 

s y :re hr: onizer has local quorum logic +. genera ~ing local 

futctions Q(3f+1,f+1) and Q(3f+1,2f+1) cf the 3f+1 local 

inrut signals coming from all clock elements within its own 
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sutgroup. A 'group synchronizer' has a •group quorum logic' 

wbjch will 

Q (3f+1,2f+1) 

generate 

where the 

'group functions' Q(3f+1,f+1) and 

3£+1 input signals each come from a 

different one of the 3£+1 subgroups of the regional group. 

A 'global synchronizer• has a 'global quorum logic' which 

generates 'global functions' Q (3f+1,f+1} and Q (3f+1,2f+1) of 

3f+1 input signals each coming from a different one of the 

3f +1 groups. Every element is connected to evf!'ry other 

element within the subgroup and every subgrouf is conn~cted 

tc every subgroup within the group in the same way as 

described in the former section. Also, every element knows 

wbEn ether elements will gc loqic high or gc lcw within its 

cwn subgroup, every subgroup knows when other subgroup will 

go lcgic high or go logic lo:w within its own group, and 

every group knows when other groups will go logic high or go 

logic low. 

With the element circuit structure and circuit 

Of eration 

f cJlcws: 

described above, the system 

When more than f elements go 

will 

high 

operate as 

(low) in a 

sutgroup, the other elements within the subgroup will go 

high. 

When more than f subgroups in a group gc logic high 

(lcw), the other subgroups within the group will go logic 

high (low). When more than n (at most f* (3f+ 1) +f + 1, at lsast 
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{f+1)*(f+1)) groups go logic high (low), the other groups 

will go logic high (low), No groups can go logic high (low) 

until 4.t time units after more than n (at least (2f+1) (2f+1), 

at mcst 2f*(3f+1)+f+1) groups gc logic low {high). With the 

fi :rst 3 rules, the trailing elements can be speeded up. With 

th~ last rule, the leading elements can be slowed down. 

Finally the system will be synchronized. 

There are (3f+ 1) **4 elements in this system. Each 

el~ment has 3*(3f+1) input signals. The total number of 

interconnections is 3*(3f+1)**5 With the patent's 

connection. scheme, in orde:r to generate (3f+1J**4 clock 

signals, each element will have (3f+1)**4 input signals. The 

total number of interconnections will be (3f+1)**8. Tht-

diff€rence is ( (3f+ 1) **3-3) * {3f+ 1) **5. Table. 3-2 is a 

ccrnparison of their difference. 

Let f equal 1. Then there are {3£+1)**2=16 groups in 

this system. Eact group has 3f+1=4 subgroups. Each subgroup 

has 4 elements. Each element has 12 inputs, including 4 

lccal inputs, 4 subgroup inputs and 4 group infuts. 
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Table 3·2 Comparison between Fletcher's Type and 2nd-Order Group 

F INo. of Inputs per element £lo. of interconnections 
Signals 

Fletcher's 2nd Order Fletcher's 'fype 2nd-order· Type 
Group ~oup 

1 256 256 12 65536 3072 
2 2401 2401 21 5764801 50421 
3 10000 10000 30 100000000 300000 
4 28561 20561 39 815730721 1113s·79 
5 65536 65536 48 42.94967296 3145726 
6 130321 130321 57 16983563041 7428297 

7 234256 234256 66 54875873536 15461896 
8 390625 390625 75 152587890625 29296875 

9 614656 614656 84 377801998336 51631104 
10 923521 923521 93 852891037441 85887453 
11 1336336 1336336 102 l 1765793904896 136306272 
12 1674161 1874161 111 3512479453921 208031871 
13 2560000 2560000 120 6553600000000 307200000 
14 3418801 3418801 129 11688200277601 441025329 
15 4477456 4477456 138 20047612231936 617688928 
16 5764801 5764801 147 33232930569601 847425747 
17 7311616 7311616 156 53459728531456 1140612096 
18 9150625 9150625 165 83733937890625 1509853125 

19 113.1.6496 11316496 174 128063081716016 1969070304 

120 113845841 13845841 1E3 I 191707312997281 2533768903 I I i I I 
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'l!abla 3-2 (Ccr_-tuued) 

No. of Fault Tolerant Capability (.Element) 
F 

Signe.ls Fle,tcher•s T;yzie 2-:'ld Order G-.roup 

iforst I Best 

Case I Case 
1 2.56 85 20 135 
2 2401. aoo 152. 1312 
3 10000 3-333 594 5511 
4 28561. 9520 16.52 15792 
!:\ ~5536 21845 3740 36295 _,. 

6. 130341 43440 7380 72240 
7 234256 78085 13202 12.9927 
8 390625 130208 21944 216736 
9 6146.56 204825 34452. 34ll27 

10 923521 301540 l 51680 512640 •·. 

ll 1336336 445445 74690 741995 
12 18'l4l6l 624720 104652 i 1C40592. 
13 2560000 853333 142644 1421511 
14 3418801 1139600 190652 1898512 
15 4477456. 1492485 249570 2486535 
16. 5764801 1921600 321200 3201600 
17 7311616 2437205 407252 4060807 
18 9150625 3050208 509544 5082}36 
19 11316496. 3772165 6.30002 6285447 
20 13845841 

I 
4615280 770660 7690480 



l. 
4 

Table 3-2 (Cont. ) 

41-b 

l - - -=-=---=-=-"""'· ------
6 

l -20 

Fault i'olerance in 2nd Order Group 
Fault. Tolerance in Fletche:c' s :rype 

f 

f 
No$ of Interconnections in 2nd Order Group 
No. of Interconnections in Fletcher's Type 
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The local ,subgroup and group quorum logic of each 

element will produce local functions Q(4,2J, Q(4,3), group 

fur:cticns Q (4,2), Q(4,3) and global functions Q (4,2) and 

Q(Q,3). These functions are used to determine when to set 

thE Element and when to reset thE element. 

In accordance with the operation rule described above, 

whenever more than one element gees high (lcw), the other 

elEmEnts in the same subgroup within the same group will go 

high (low). Whenever more than 1 group goes high (low), the 

otter groups will go high (low). At time units after more 

than 2 groups have gone high {low), all groups will begin to 

gc lcw (high) • 

This system can generate 256 synchronized clock 

signals, and is l-group fault tolerant. There are 256 

elements. Each element has 12 inputs. The total number of 

interconnect~ons is 12*256=3072. With ths patent's 

interconnection pattern, in order to generate 256 clock 

signals~ we need 256 elements, each of which has 256 inputs. 

The total number of interconnections is 256*256=65536. A 

large difference in circuit complexity is seen by looking at 

the number of interconnections. A1so,the quorum logic 

functions are only £unctions of 4 variables, compared to 

qucrum logic with 256 inputs for the patent. 
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3.3 Generalization 

From the previous sections, we know that we can build a 

la.rgE clocking system systematically, First.., a 3f+1-element 

0th order group is built. then a 1st order group with (3f+1) 

Ot !: order groups, then a 2nd order group wit b (3f + 1) ( 3f+ 1) 

1st order groups, then a 3rd order group with (Jf+1)**{2**2} 

2nf order groups ••• Until finally an mth order group with 

(3f+1) ** (2** (m-1)) m-1st order groups,. A 0th order group has 

3f+1 clock elements. A 1st order group has (3f+1)**(2) 

elements. An rnth order group has (3f+1)**(2**m) elements. 

Fletcher's patent is a system consisting cf ens Oth order 

grcup. The system we described in th~ first s-=ction is a 1st 

order group. The system we described in the last sectio~ is 

a 2nd order group. For a system witb 0th crder group, each 

element has a 0th order quorum logic with 3£+1 inputs. For 

a system with a 1st order group, Each element has a 0th 

oraer quorum logic and a 1st ord€r quorum logic. For a 

system with an rnth order group, each element has a 0th 

oraer, a 1st order ••• , and an mth order quorum logic. Withi~ 

each 0th order group, when mere than f elements go high 

{lcw), the others will go high (low). Within each 1st order 

grcup, when more than f 0th order groups qo high (low) , the 

otters will go high (low). Within each 2nd order group, 

when mere than n {at most f*(3f+1)*{f+1), at least (f+1)>:<*2) 
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1st order groups go high (lov}, the others will go high 

(lcv) •••• Within each mth order group, when more than n 

m-1st crder groups go high (lcw), (n is a function of m) the 

ot re rs will go high (low) • 

There arE. (Jf+1) ** (2**tr) elements in an mth order 

syst€m. Each element has (m+1) (3f+1) inputs. There are m+1 

identical quorum functions each with 3£+1. Thus, the quorum 

functions are only functions of 3f+1 variables. The total 

nun:bEr of interconnections is (m+1} (3£+1) (3f+1) ** (2**m). 

Th is system is f- (m-1) -level gr cup fault tolerant. With the 

patent•s interconnections pattern, in order to generate 

( 3 f + 1) ** ( 2"'<* m) in puts, the total number cf in ter:connections 

is (3f+1J**(2**m+2**m). Each element bas a gucrum function 

with (3£+1) **(2**m) inputs. Thus, a huge improvement in 

cell complexity results, a huge improvement in 

inte~connection complexity, and a huge imp~ov@rrent in fault-

tolerance. 



Chapter 4 Ite:ra ti VE· Type Connection 

4.1 Cascaded Type 

Fletcher's patsnt is actually an asynchronous circuit. 

one common technique for dealing with asynchronous circuits 

is to develop an iterative array combinational circuit 

mcdel. With this in mind, we come up with the idea of a~ 

iterative array of clock elements which has the possibility 

of greatly reducing the number of interconnections. 

Obviously, these elements must be synchronized. Their fault 

to le rant ca pabil.i ty is also important.. consider now two 

simple cases, as shown in Fig. 4-1. The upper circuit 

ccitains 2 boxes A and B. The lower circuit contains box c. 
Each box contains 3f+1 clock elemGnts. The circuit 

st~ucture of each clock elements is the same as described in 

Fig. 2-1. Those three boxes A,B, and c are completely the 

same. The lower connection is the same as the ccnnection in 

the patent. We know that it can generate 3f+1 synchronized 

clcck signals with f-fault tolerant capability. For the 

left circuit, the 3£+1 output signals cf box A are connected 

tc the inputs of box B, the 3£+1 output signals cf box B are 

cc~nected to the inputs of box A. 
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Let us analyze the two-box system. Whenever more than 

f clcck elements of box A go high, the function Q(3f+1,f+1) 

of all 3f+1 clock elements of box B will gc high, and all 

clcck elements of box B ~ill go high; then the function 

Q (2f+1,f+1) of all 3f+1 clock elements of box A will gt?t a 0 

tc 1 transition, which will set all other clock elements to 

th€ 1 state. 

Whenever more than f clock elements of box A go low, 

th€ function Q(3f+1,2f+1) of all 3f+1 clock el€mer..ts of box 

B ~ill go low, ana all clock elements of box e will go Jow. 

ThEn the function Q(3f+1,2f+1) cf all 3f+1 clock elements of 

box A will get a O to 1 transition which will reset all 

otler clock elements in box A to the 0 state. 

Therefore, whenever mere than f clock elements of box A 

go high, the other clock elements of box A will follow. 

Sinilarly, we can say that whenever rrore than f clock 

elEments of box B go high, the ether clock elements of box B 

will go biqh. Up to now we have demonstrated that all clock 

elements of boxes A and B are synchronized tc within qate 

delays in the individual circuits. 

No clock elemBnts of box A can go low until <lt time 

units after more than 2£ clock elements of bcx B go high. 

Ne clock elements cf box B can go low until 4 t time uni ts 

after more than 2f clock elements of box A go high. 
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BEEides, all clock elements of box A and B are 

syrchronized. I~ conclusion, boxes A and B can Each 

generate 3f+1 synchronized clock signals, whose frequency is 

determined by At. 

Whenever the number of failed clock elements of box A 

is less than f+1 and the number cf failed elerrents cf box B 

is less than f+1, the functions Q ( 3f + 1 , f + 1 ) and 

Q(3f+1,2f+1) still have correct outputs. Therefore boxes A 

ana E are f-fault tolerant. Together boxes A and B have 

6f+2 clock elements. This system can generate 6£+2 

syrchronized signals. The number of interccnnections in 

this system is 2*{3f+1J*{3f+1J. But with the patent 

ccrnection, in order to generate 6f+2 clock signals, the 

nun:ber of interconnections is (6f+2)* (6f+2). The differenc·2 

is 2*(3f+1)*{3f+1). At the same time, they have the same 

fault-tolerant capability. 

To illustrate this,let f be 1. Then both box A and box 

B have 4 clock elements. The output signal from each 

element of box A is connected to the input cf each element 

of box B. The output signal of each element of box B is 

also connected to the input of eact element cf box A. At 

the time when 2 clock elements of box A go high, Q(4,2} of 

each element cf box B will go high. Thus box B's elem€nts 

which stay at O will make a O to 1 transition, which will 
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catsE the other elements of box A t.c go high immediately. 

At the tim'e when 2 clock elements of box B gc high, Q (4, 2) 

of each element of box A will gc high. Then box A's 

elEments which stay at 0 will make a 0 to 1 transition, 

which will cause the other elements of bcx B to go high 

i.mnediately. Therefore, whenever more than 1 clock element 

of box A goes high (low), all other elements cf boxes A and 

B will also qo high {low) immediately. Fer the present 

examfle, no clock element can go low until 4t time units 

after Q(4,3) goes high. Ne clock element can go high untih 

t time units after Q(4,2) goes low. Therefore, no element 

of box B can go low {high) until 4t time later after more 

than 2 elements of box A go high. Ne element of box A can 

gc lcw (high) until Lit time units after more than 2 elemf.ents 

cf box B go high (lcw).' From the above explanation, we can 

say that this system can generate 8 synchrcnized clock 

signals whose common frequency is det€rmine-d by .<lt. The 

nu~ber of interconnections is 2*4*4, which is equal to 32. 

Each element only has 4 inputs. However, if we use the 

pa tent's connection type, the number of in terconnectior:.s 

will be 64. Each element will need 8 inputs. 

As 1i1e consider the general case, we assume that there 

is ar: array of boxes A(1), A (2).,. .A(n). Each box consists 

of 3f+1 clock elements. The 3f+1 output signals of box l\{1) 
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arE connected to the input cf box A(2). 3f+1 cutput signals 

of box A(2) are connected to the input pert of all elements 

of box A(3) ••• ; finally, the 3f+1 output signals of box A{n) 

are connected to the input port of all elements of box A(1) 

(I jg. 4-2) • 

At first, let us look into box A ( 1) • \<Jh€never more 

than f clock elements of box A(1) go high, all clock 

elements of box A{2} ~ill go high. As a result, all clock 

elements of box A(3) will go high ••• , all clock elements of 

bcx A (n) will go high, then all ether clock elements of box 

A (1) will go high. (Time delay grcws around the loop.) 

Sinilarly, whenever more than f clock elements of box A{i) 

go high, all clock elements cf box A (i+1) will go high •••• 

All clock elements of box A(i-1) will go high, then all 

ct.t.er clock elements of box A {i) will go high. 

on t.h.e other hand, except for the above situation, no 

clcck elements of box A(1J can go high until At time units 

after more than 2f clock elem£nts of box A(n) go low. No 

clcck elements of box A(2) can go high until At time units 

after more than 2f clock elements of box A(1) go low. No 

clcck elements of box A{i) can go high until At time units 

after more than 2f clock elements of box A(i-1) go low. 
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Table 4-1 Comparison between ifletcher' s ·rype and Cascade Type 
(Letting n be 10) 

F No. of Inputs per elements ~o. of interconnectior 
Signals Fletcher's T:tpe Cascade Fletcher's Case a.de 

Type Type 'i'ype 
l 40 40 4 1600 160 

2 70 70 1 4900 490 -
3 100 100 10 10000 1000 

4 130 130 13 16900 1690 

5 160 160 16 25600 2560 

6 190 190 19 36100 3610 

7 220 220 22 48400 4840 

8 250 250 25 62500 6250 
·• 

9 280 280 28 78400 7840 
10 310 310 3L 96100 9610 
11 340 340 34 115600 11560 

12 370 370 37 136900 13690 

13 400 400 40 160000 16000 

14 430 430 43 184900 18490 

15 460 460 46 211600 21160 
16 490 490 49 240100 24010 
17 520 520 52 270400 27040 

18 550 550 55 302500 30250 

19 580 580 58 336400 33640 

20 I 610 610 61 372100 37210 
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From the above points, we can conclude that either when 

mere than f clock elements of box A(i) go high, all other 

clock elements of box A(i) go high, or ~t time units after 

mere than 2f clock elements qo low, all other clock elem~nts 

of box A(i) will go high. Meanwhile all clock elements of 

all ether boxes will go high; conseguently all clock 

elements of all boxes are synchronized. They can generate 

n*(3f+1J synchronized 

is determinea by ..(.\ t. 

clock signals whose common frequency 

This system comprises n*(3f+1) clock 

elements. The number 0£ interconnections within the system 

is n*{3f+1)*(3f+1). It can generate n*(3f+1) synchronized 

clcck signals. But with the patent connectio:r., in order to 

generate n*(3f+1) clock signals we need n*n*(3f+1) {3f+1) 

inerconnctions among those clock elements. The differsncE' 

is (n*n-n) (3f+ 1) {3f+ 1). A comparison is shc~rn in Table. 

4-1. Even if f clock elements of each box fail, the system 

still functions correctly.It still generates n*(2f+1} 

syrcbronized clock signals. Therefore, each box is f-fault 

tc Jerant. 

What we should notice is that there is actually some 

amcunt of time delay tetween the time at ~hich clock 

elEments of box A(i) make state transitions and the time at 

which clock elements of box A(i+1) make state transitions. 

s urpose it is ~ t; then, the ma ximnm pcssib lE time d.2 lay 
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wculd be nSt. If the maximum allowable time delay among 

different clock signals in a computer system is max t, then 

th E maximum number of allowable stagEs is max t;S t. 

4-2 Scattering Type 

If we use the connection pattern described in the last 

section, then the number of interconnections will be 

greatly reduced. However, if roore than f clock elements of 

a single box fail, the whole system will fail. To improve 

the fault-toler~nt property, consider the following inter-

ccnnection pattern. 

Suppose we have an array of boxes A(1}, A(2) ••• A(n). 

Box A(i) has 3f+1 output signals. Instead of ccnnecting all 

of tbese to box A(i+1), we will connect each one to boxes 

A(i+1), A(i+2), ••• A(i+3f+1), where the subscripts are 

ccmputea module n. For example, box A(i) has 3f+1 signals. 

It will supply one signal to each one cf the boxes A(2), 

A (3) ••• A (3f+2). Box A {2) will supply a signal to each one 

of boxes A {3), A (4) •.•• A (3f+3). Box A (n) will supply signals 

tc each one of boxes A (1), A (2) •• A (3f+1). In other words, 

box A(i) vill get one signal from A(i-3f-1), one from 

A{i-Jf-2) ••• one from A(i-1), with subscripts modulo n. Each 

bo~ will get its 3f+1 input signals from the 3f+1 preceding 
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bcxes. (Fig. 4-3) 

Wben more than f boxes among boxes A(1), .A(2) •• A(3f+1) 

qo high, than f input signals to box A(3f+1) will go high. 

The function Q(3f+1,f+1) of all clock elements of box 

A(3f+2) will go high, then all clock elements cf box A(3f+2J 

will go high. As the clock elements of box (3f+2} go high, 

the rurober of boxes which go high among boxEs A(2), A(3) ••• , 

A(3f+2) is also greater than£. As a result of this event, 

the function Q(3f+1,f+1) of all clock elements of bcx 

A (3f+3) will go high; therefore, these elerrents will go 

high. Similarly, all clock elements of boxes 

A(3f+4) ••• A(n) ••• A(1) ••• A(3f+1) will go high. Therefore, 

wbEnevEr, more than f boxes among boxes A(1), A(2) ••• A(3f+1) 

go high, all ether boxes will go high. With the same 

criteria, whenever more than f boxes among A(2), A(3) ••• 

A(2f+2) go high, all other boxes will go high. Undoubtedly, 

wh€nevEr more than f boxes among A (n), A (l), ••• A (3f) go high 

, all ether boxes will go high. 



~-1)____, A(2) A(3) A(4) A(n) 

Figure 4-3 Scattering Type Connection 
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Table 4-2 Comparison between Fletcher's T19e and Scattering Type 
(Letting n be 10) 

F No. of Inputs per element No. of interconnections 
Signals Fletcher's Type Scattering Fletcher's Scattering Type Type_ Type 

l. 40 40 a 1600 320 
2 70 70 14 . 4900 9€0 

' 

3 100 100 20 10000 2000 

4 130 130 26. 169.00 3380 

5 16o 160 32 25600 5120 

6 190 190 38 36100 7220 

7 220 220 44 48400 9680 

8 250 250 50 62500 12500 

9 280 280 56 78400 15680 

10 310 310 62 96100 19220 

11 340 340 68 115600 23120 
1;2 370 370 74 136900 27380 
13 400 400 80 160000 32000 

14 430 430 86 184900 36980 

15 460 460 92 211600 42320 I 

16 490 490 98 240100 48020 

17 520 520 104 270400 54080 

18 550 550 110 302500 60500 

19 560 580 116 336400 67280 

20 610 610 122 372100 74420 
i ' 
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Except for the above situation, no clock element of box 

A(3f+2) can go high until t time later after more than 2£ 

bo)!es among box A (1), A (2),... A (3f+ 1} go low. In general, 

except £or the above situation, no clock elements of box 

A (i) can go high until time units afteI more than 2f 

bc.xes among box A {i-3f-1), A (i-3f) ••• A {i-1) go low. When 

mere than 2f boxes of 3f+1 preceeding boxes go low, the 

fu rction Q (3f + 1, 2f+ 1) of all clock elements of box A (i) wi 11 

gc law. t time later, a negative pulse ~ill be generated to 

set the clock elements cf box A{i). 

From the above discription, we can see that this system 

can generate n*(3f+1) synchronized clock Eignals whose 

frequency is determined by .6 t. The number of 

interconnections required in the system is 2n*(3f+1)*(3f+1). 

A ccrnpacison between this type of connection and the patent 

ccrnection is shown in Table. 4-2. But its fault-tolerant 

cafab~lity is much better. The failure cf all clock 

elements of a single box will not cause the whole system to 

fail. In fact, the system will net fail until more than f 

bc~es among 3£+1 consecutive boxes fail. 

4.3 2-dimensional 1ype 

Another way to improve reliability is to use a two-
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dimensional structure, as shown in Fig.4-4. There are 3f+1 

hc~es in each column and n boxes in each rcw. Each box 

ccrtains 3f+1 clock elements. In the system described in 

the first section, each box supplied 3f+1 clcck signals to 

ite succeeding box. Now each box will supflY one clock 

signal to each of the 3f+1 boxes in the succeeding column. 

Each box will have 3£+1 input signals ccming from the 3f+1 

bo~es in the preceding column. Tbe very last column of 

bc~es will be wrapped around to the first column of boxes. 

For any column j, if more than f boxes in this column 

go high, then the function Q(3f+1,f+1) of the clock elements 

of all boxes 

go high, the 

finally all 

of column j+1 will go high, these boxes will 

boxes cf column j+2 will go high ••• , and, 

other boxes of column j will go high. 

Therefore, if more than f boxes in any column go high, all 

bc~es in all columns will go high. 

When more than 2f boxes of colu~n j go high, the 

furction Q(3f+1,2f+1) of the clock elements cf all boxes j+1 

will go hiqh. 

~t time later, these clock elements will be reset to the 

0 state, and then all clock elements will be reset to the O 

state, lhen more than 2f boxes cf column j go low, the 

fu~cticn g(3f+1,f+1) of the clock elements of all boxes of 

column j+1 will go low. 
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At time later, these clock elements will be set to the 1 

state and all clock elements of the boxes of all columns 

will be set to the 1 state. 

As mentioned before, each row has n boxes, each column 

has 3f+1 boxes, and each box contains 3f+1 clock elements. 

This system can generate n*(3f·+1) (3f+1) synchrcni:zed clock 

signals whose frequency is dete:rminea. by At. 

When fewer than f boxes of column j fail, the clock 

elements of all boxes of column j+1 still get more than 2f 

inFut signals. Their quorum functions Q(3f+1,2f+1) and 

Q(3f+1,f+1) still function correctly. These clock elements 

can still be set and reset at the proper time. So can the 

successive clock elements. Ther€fore, whenever the number 

of failed boxes in each column is smaller than f, the rest 

of the system still generates synchronized clock signals. 

Its fault tolerant capability is much better than that of 

thE connection pattern described in the first section of the 

chapter. Each element has 3*(3f+1) inputs. The number of 

interccnnections amor.g these boxes is n * ( 3f + 1) (3f + 1) • Th€ 

total number of interconnection 0£ the whole system is 

3ll< t3f+1) (3f+1) (3f+1)*n. There is still a big differsnc-e 

between the numbec of interconnection of this connection 

Fattern and that cf the patent. (Table. 4-3) 



( l '1) ( l '2) ( l '3) B 
( 2 'l ) (2,2) (2,3) EJ 

EJ 
Figure 4-4 2-dimensional Type Connection 
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Table 4-3 Comparison between Fletcher's Type and 2-Dimensional Type 
{T,i::!tthrn• n be 10) 

F No. of ' Inputs per element lie. of interconnections 
Signals Fletcher's 2-dimensional Fletcher's 2.-di.mensional 

Type 
Type Type Tn>e 

l 160 160 12 25600 1920 
2 490 490 21 240100 10290 

3 1000 1000 30 1000000 30000 

4 1690 1690 39 2856100 65910 

5 2560 2560 48 6553600 122880 
6 3610 3610 57 13032100 205770 
1 4840 4840 66 23425600 319440 

8 6250 6250 75 39062500 ·46s750 

9 7840 7840 84. 61465600 658560 
10 9610 9610 93 92352100 893730 

11 11560 11560 102 133633600 1179120 

12 13690 13690 111 157 416100'. 1519590 

13 16000 16000 120 256000000 1920000 

14 18490 18490 129 341880100 2385210 

15 21160 21160 138 447745600 2920080 

16 24010 24010 147 576480100 3529470 

17 27040 27040 156 731161600 4218240 

18 31250 30250 165 915062500 4991250 

19 33640 33640 174 1131649600 5853360 

120 37210 37210 183 13845€4100 6809430 
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Let f be 1, n bq 4. Then we have 4 boxes in ~ach row, 

4 toxes in each column, and each box has 4 elements. We now 

name these boxes (i,j), ·where i,j=1,2,3,4. Fer example, 

(1,2) Iepresents bcx located at row 1, column 2. At the 

tin:e whe:r: 2 boxes cf column 1 go high, say (1,1) and (2,1), 

then Q (4, 2) of all elements of boxes (1, 2) and (2, 1), then 

Q (ll,2) of all elements of boxes {1,2), {2,2}, (3,2) (4,2) 

will go high, these e:lements wi11 go high. So do the 

elements of the boxes of columns 3 and 4. Thus, Q(4,2) of 

the elements of boxes (.3,1), (4,1) will go high and these 

elEments will go high. The same thing happens to the other 

cclumns. Thus wh€never more than 1 box of column j goes 

hi9h (low), all other boxes of this column and all other 

cclumn.s will go high (low) immediately. (Actually there is 

scrre delay whose maximum value is equal to 4 times the 

amcunt of delay between the leading flip-flop and the 

trailing flip-flop in the patent.) In other wcrds, they are 

al~ays synchronized, going high at the same time and going 

le~ at the same time. 

In this system, nc clock elements of column 2 can go 

high (low) until 

~t time units after more than 2 boxes of column 1 go low 

(high). No clock elements of column 3 can go high (lcw) 

un ti 1 At time uni ts a ft;;r more than 2 boxes of column 2 go 
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le w (high) • The same criteria applys to column 4. This 

system can therefore generate 64 synchronized clock signals 

whcse ccmmon frequency is determined by d t. The required 

nurrber of interconnections is 64*12=768. Each element has 

12 inputs. If we use the patent's connection pattern, then 

the required number of interconnections will be 64*64=4096. 

Each element has 64 inputs. It is not too difficult to 

imagine how hard it is to build a function of 64 inputs. 

Therefore a significant improvement in circuit complexity 

has been achieved. 



Chapter 5 Conclusion 

It has been stown that Fletcher's clock patent can be 

modified to generate the same number of synchronized clock 

signals with greatly reduced number of interconnections. 

Twc approaches have been proposed to achieve the goal. 

According to the definition given in chapter 3, 

Fletcher's clock patent is a 0th-order qrouf.An mth-or1er 

grcuF is a clock system consisting of (3f+1)**(2**{m-1)) 

(m-1) th-order groups. It has (Jf+ 1) ** (2**m) clock •:::l12ments. 

ThE required number of interconnections amcng different 

elEmBnts is (m+1) (3f+1) **(2**m+1). 

Ar:ot her approach is to use an iterative type 

+· ccnnec .. ion. An n-stage cascaded clock circuit can generate 

n*(3f+1) synchronized clock signals with n*(3f+1)*(3f+1) 

inteiconnections. Each stage has f-element fault tolerant 

caiability. The maximum value cf n is the allcwable delay 

between different clock signals divided by tha amount of 

delay through each individual clock element. A similar type 

of ccnnection is called scattering type. It can generats 

n * (3£+ 1) clock signals with 2n*(3f+1) (3f+1) 

interconnections. The failure of a whole stage will net 

catse ths system to fail.Actually the system will not fail 

65 
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until the number cf failed stages in 3f+1 consecutive stages 

exceeds f. Another type connection whose nurnl:er: of groups 

g.rcws in two directionsis called 2-dirnensional type. 'fhis 

circuit can generate n* (3f+ 1) {3f+1} clock signals. The 

re~uired number 

this typB o.f 

tc le rant. 

of interconnections is 

connection,each stage 

3n*(3f+1)**3. 

is f-group 

With 

£a ult 
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FAULT TOLERANT CLOCKING SYSTEM 

By 

Tzu-I Jonathan Fan 

(ABSTRACT) 

The distributions of synchronized clock signals to all 

€l€mEnts of a computing 

Fletcher's clock patent is a 

system is very important. 

good solution tc this problem. 

ThE difficu1 ty with implementation is the tremendous numb€r 

cf interconnections among different clock elements. Two 

methods are proposed to reduce the number of interconnectons 

with cut loss of synchronization and fault-tolerant 

cai;ati1ity. 1\n mth 

(3f+1) ** (2** (m-1)) 

order clock is a circuit consisting cf 

(m-1)th order clocks. Fletcher's clock 

patent is a 0th order clock. 

clccks, an roth order clock 

Starting with 0th order 

circuit can be built 

systematically. An mth crder clock circuit can generate 

(3f+1)**(2**m) synchronized clock 

(m + 1) (3f+ 1) ** ( 2**m) interconnections 

signals 

instead 

with 

of 

(3f+1) ** (2*2**m) • Its fault-tolerant capability is also 

ccnsidered. Another type of 

Tyfe, which is further 

connection is called Iterative 

classified irito Cascaded 

Ty~e,scattering Type and 2-dimensicnal Type. Each type has 

itE cwn characteristics. 
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